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7 – Elizabeth and Phyllis 

 

The members of the O’Callaghan family I have spoken to knew nothing about Lilian’s 
career in the 1930s and early 1940s. They do know that she preferred to be known 
as “Mrs Nelson.” Only her daughter in law, who had close to Phyllis in later years, 
had heard of Mignon, as Phyllis’s close friend until her suicide.  

The family stories are about the following period in Lilian’s long and complicated life. 

In the late 1940s Lilian and Phyllis were closely involved with the international 
playboy Prince Aly Khan, and, according to Jane O’Callhan, his father the Aga Khan. 
Lilian cooked for him, probably at his house in Ireland, where he had a racing stud, 
and Phyllis is rumoured to have been one of his many girlfriends before he married 
Rita Hayworth in 1949. Phyllis had silver gifts from the prince. Perhaps Lilian was 
able to provide a reference from Diana Mosley, who had been Diana Mitford. Aly 
Khan knew her sister, Deborah, Duchess of Devonshire, in Ireland. 

Douglas’s second wife Jane wrote: 
 
While William was working for the Aga Khan, teen-age (actually in his 20s AB) Roy worked 
part-time for the Ali Khan as a valet. Roy  told me the story that when first started working for 
Ali he was sent out to buy some very large, very sweet strawberries which then cost 5 shil-
lings each.  He came back with the strawberries and started to give Ali change from the pur-
chase.  Ali turned to him and said, "Don't you EVER do that again," meaning "Don't bother to 
give me the change.  That's yours to keep." 
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Two of William’s sisters, Lilian and William in Dublin c 1946-50 
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Three generations of O’Callaghans. William, Roy, Roy’s daughter Mary and Lilian’s 
sister Mary Ann in Dublin, c1946-50 

 

Phyllis- a Paris studio portrait, late 1940s? 

There is a tantalising photograph taken, probably by Lilian, by the entrance to Flats 
18-22 Deanhill Court, East Sheen, a very smart block which is still a favourite of 
actors who take what a present day resident told me was the “thesps’ express” from 
Waterloo after the theatres finish. 
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Could the woman on the left be Mignon? The others are Edith O’Callaghan, Lilian’s 
sister Mary Anne, Roy and Phyllis. 

Mignon died in 1946 and Phyllis’s outfit has a 1950s look, though she was always 
very fashionable.  The latest possible date is August 1950 when Mary Anne died. 
This is a rare visit to London from Dublin by Mary Anne and Roy. 
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In 1939/40 the electoral roll shows that Lilian, William, Phyllis, Mignon and Douglas 
were all living at 2 Dean Hill Rd, a few streets away from Deanhill Court.  

Mignon was dancing in Coventry and living in Birmingham during the 1940s, 
appearing in the Birmingham electoral roll in 1945 at Betty Fox’s address. 

There are no electoral rolls during the war. Lilian, William and Phyllis may have lived 
at 2 Dean Hill Rd during that time, but the Nelsons had left 2 Dean Hill Rd by the 
time the 1946 electoral was produced, being replaced by Frank, Ann and Ronald 
Frith. 

Where were they?  

Elizabeth and William O’Callaghan appear as electors at 21 Deanhill Court between 
1955 and 1960, when William died, and Elizabeth is listed on her own in 1961. 

What happened between 1945 and 1955? 

From 1947 to 1955 Phyllis used the address 478 Upper Richmond Rd for her dance 
school and agency. Neither she nor her parents were living there. This was the home 
of Henry and Sarah Wickers. There were other people living there, presumably 
renting rooms. In 1947 these were Richard and Nellie Watkins and Margaret Harris. 
By 1948 Margaret Harris has gone. 

 

478 Upper Richmond Rd is on the corner immediately opposite Dean Hill Court.  I 
suspect, but cannot prove, that the explanation  to the puzzle is that, in 1946, when 
Douglas had moved to America and Mignon was based in Birmingham, William and 
Lilian moved into the flat at Dean Hill Court, but they did not register on the electoral 
roll until 1955. 

The electoral registers list John N Harmer and Joan M Harmer as voters at 22 
Deanhill Court from 1945 to 1953.  In 1954 John is listed as the only voter.  

They may have moved in to look after the flat while the actual owners were away 
which would explain why they were not listed in the records. Phyllis used the 
neighbouring house as her correspondence address. There is a suggestion of 
deception here – Phyllis does not want her business correspondence going to 22 
Dean Hill Court. Is it significant that Phyllis stops using that address in 1955, when 
Lilian and William appear on the roll at Deanhill Court? 

To sum up –  

The photograph dates from before August 1950, Mary Anne’s death. 

Phyllis used the address 478 Upper Richmond Rd as a correspondence address 
from 1947. 

As that address is immediately opposite Dean Hill Court is probable that Lilian and 
William were living at Dean Hill Court, subletting from the Harmers in some way, 
from 1947. 

The family has moved from 2 Dean Hill Rd  by 1946. 

Therefore it is possible that the  photograph could date from 1946. 
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The occasion of the photograph is then clear. This is a rare visit to England, just after 
the war, of Mary Anne and Roy. Phyllis has come over from her room elsewhere and 
Mignon, who would think of Sheen as home, is there from Birmingham.  

If this is the case this is very soon before Mignon died. The contrasting expressions 
of Mignon and Phyllis might have all kinds of meanings. 

 

If this is not the answer the woman on the left must be Phyllis’s partner after 1947, 
Irene Grose, but it is very hard to relate this person with the photograph of Irene from 
about 20 years later. 

 

From 1947 Phyllis ran a theatrical agency giving 478 Upper Richmond Rd as her 
address.  

The earliest mention of “Graham-Nelson” as the school and agency was known i  in 
“The Stage” on 15th May 1947, less than a year after Mignon’s death.  

“WANTED attractive dancers Ht 5’ 5” Resident season Douglas. Audition 26 West-
st., Friday 2-4 p.m.” 

“Graham-Nelson” was Phyllis and her new partner Irene Grose, who used the 
professional name Renee Graham.This first mention of the organization is in 
Douglas, Isle of Man. (Phyllis and Renee retired to the island in the 1970s.) On the 
21st August they advertised for a dancers for a review “near London”, giving their 
address as the Pavilion, Onchan, Isle of Man. 

Graham-Nelson advertised regularly on the front page of the Stage from then on. On 
2nd October they advertised both for “Good Head Girls” for panto and dancers and 
juveniles for London and for a Matron for the Camberwell area, where they were 
providing dancers for the pantomime “Babes in the Wood”. On 27th November they 
advertised for dancers and a Head Girl for panto in Burnley. 

 

 

In the same season they also provided dancers for Ipswich. This was a very busy 
business. 

On 18th March 1948 Irene Grose and Phyllis Nelson-O’Callaghan “known as 
Graham-Nelson” placed a notice on the front page of The Stage announcing that 
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they were applying for a licence for London County Council to “carry on an 
Employment Training School and Agency for Theatrical and Variety Artists at 182 
Hammersmith-road W 6.” 

In the 1950s there are references to “choreography by the Misses Graham-Nelson” 
and in 1948 Irene wrote a letter to the Stage under the name of “Irene Graham-
Nelson”. For the 1949 Southend pantomime “Irene Graham-Nelson” arranged the 
dances. Irene andn Phyllis were presenting themselves as a couple. 

I have been able to find very little about Irene. In the 1939 Register she was a travel-
ling dancer in Blackburn, born 1914, at the same time that Phyllis and Mignon were 
in Sunderland. According to a distant relation Irene was born in Onchan, Isle of Man, 
the daughter of Eden Hildesley Grose and Sarah Clarke. The 1939 register gives her 
date of birth as 8th February 1914, whereas her father’s army service record gives 8th 
February 1914.  

 

These mentions of “Graham Nelson” show that Phyllis and Irene were already 
operating as a couple in May 1947, and as they were setting up dancers for a 
summer show at that point it has to be assumed they had started working together 
before this. 

 

From 1955 Graham-Nelson use 22 Deanhill Court as their address. On 17th October 
1957 they advertise the availability of their “12 English Roses” for “London Cabaret, 
Masonics, etc.” giving the Deanhill Court address. 

On 22nd October 1959 “The Kit Kat Girls are advertised, apply to Nelson 22 Deanhill 
Court. 

On 13th October 1960 there is an advertisement for dancers which asks for girls to 
write “Patrice” at 22 Deanhill Court. In January Graham-Nelson, Eight Vanities (a 
Graham-Nelson troupe) and “Patrice Babes” were appearing at the Capitol, 
Horsham. 

The last mention of “Graham-Nelson” is Thursday February 19th 1961 which offers “A 
Graham-Nelson Dance Team immediately available for tour or season but gives 
Phyllis’s new address, Pedlars, Horam, Sussex. William had died in 1960. Lilian 
moved to Teddington for a few years and Phyllis and Irene retired to a cottage in 
East Sussex. 

 

On his death certificate William Patrick O’Callaghan is described as “Private 
Secretary (retired.) He died at the West London Hospital Hammersmith on 13th 
October 1960, aged 78. Lilian is named as informant, as “E M O’Callaghan”, 22 
Deanhill Court, East Sheen, W4. 
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Lilian’s great nephew remembers being given a horrible brown coat that had 
belonged to Aly Khan, probably after William died, and his mother describing Lilian’s 
home as being full of tailor’s dummies wearing costumes and a stuffed gorilla. 

 

For the next few years (the electoral rolls are only available up to 1965) she lived as 
“Elizabeth Mary O’Callaghan” at 35 Holmesdale Rd, Teddington, sharing a house 
with Charles H B Hoult and Elizabeth M Kenny.  

 

Surprisingly, Phyllis became a state registered nurse in 1965. It is hard to believe 
that she is 55 in this photograph. 
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Lilian, as Elizabeth Mary Josephine O’Callaghan, died on 25th February 1973 at the 
Princess Alice Hospital, Eastbourne. Her last address was 57 Harebeating Drive, 
Hailsham Sussex. She is the widow of “William Patrick O’Callaghan, Private 
Secretary (retired.)” The informant was Phyllis, who had been living a few miles 
away at Pedlar’s Cottage, Gun Hill, Horam. 

 

 

Phyllis has written on the back of this “Mum  -  the last picture.” This is Lilian (left) 
with Rene, Phyllis’s partner. The car, a Vauxhall Viva HB, dates it to no earlier than 
1966. Phyllis still had this car when her sister-in-law Jane visited her in Sussex in 
1985. It is hard to see Rene as the same person as the woman on the left of the 
Dean Hill Place photograph. 
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In the 1980s Phyllis went to live in Ramsey, Isle of Man. Jane O’Callahan remem-
bers visiting her. She had a photo and a biography of Aly Khan on display. Jane 
writes: 
 

“After she quit dancing professionally, she taught dancing.  In the entranceway to her 
Isle of Man home when we visited her in about 1995, she still had a rack of dance 
costumes her students had worn.  Even in her 80's she was still quite agile.  And still 
very beautiful.” 
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She also had a watch given to her by the Prince.  

 

Phyllis O’Callaghan and her brother Douglas O’Callahan, Isle of Man 1995 

Phyllis died in 2006 at the age of 95. She was the only one Lilian’s children to have 
accompanied her mother through all her troubles and, it seem certain, the last 
person who could have explained who Mignon was and how she came to live as a 
member of the family. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Who was Mignon? 

Unless there is strong evidence to the contrary it seems best to accept that what 
someone is reported to have said is true. Mignon told her friends that she was an 
orphan and that she had been adopted by a doctor.  

Could this doctor have been Nathaniel Bishop Harman? 

 

She told Betty Fox that she had been brought up in a catholic orphanage in Kent. 
This has the ring of truth.  There was a very large Orphanage of St Joseph and St 
Mary at Orpington. Lilian came from a catholic family.  

It is probably impossible to trace her. Records of catholic orphanages are only 
accessible to people who can prove they are direct relations.  Her date of birth is 
almost certainly reliable, 18th December 1911, but there was no way of knowing what 
name she was given when she was born. Mignon may be a stage name. Denise, her 
middle name, may be original.  Nothing has been found in the available records. 

Harman could be her natural mother’s name. Children did generally keep their 
mothers’ names in the catholic homes. It was also the case that mothers did keep in 
touch with their children and visit them. It was always the hope that the mother would 
eventually take the child back.  

It is possible that it was Mignon’s mother who took her from the orphanage and put 
her into the Tiller training school. This would have been when she was about 14. 

It could be that Phyllis met Mignon at the school in 1925, after the abandoned trip to 
Australia. If this is the case Mignon was very quickly adopted by the O’Callaghans 
and Lilian almost immediately started to use “Harman” as a pseudonym. 

The two trips to Canada in the 1920s suggest that Mignon was already dancing and 
Phyllis was not thinking of herself as a dancer, but as a “domestic.” It has to remain a 
possibility that in some way Lilian and William were made an offer, or given an 
opportunity, to take on Mignon, perhaps with financial support. This might even have 
been a case of someone taking advantage of the O’Callaghan’s difficult situation.  

 

Could Phyllis or Mignon have been Elgar’s daughter?  

Elgar’s life is recorded in great detail. Lady Elgar’s diary entries and many letters fix 
his whereabouts nearly every day. Even so it is impossible to rule out Elgar’s 
involvement completely.  

Phyllis and Mignon were born a year apart, on the 15th December 1910 and the 18th 
December 1911. Their conceptions were therefore probably (though this is obviously 
not always certain) nine months earlier, in March 1910 and 1911. 

These dates, by chance, mark critical points in the creation of Elgar’s Second 
Symphony, the work that drew me into Elgar’s dream world in 1971. This symphony, 
and the Violin Concerto, composed partly at the same time, are his most personal 
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works. They seem to be about private fantasies. The symphony has a motto from 
Shelley: “Rarely, rarely comest thou, Spirit of Delight!” The music pursues this spirit 
through a succession of dramatic and sometimes nightmarish episodes. 

 

From the score of Elgar’s Second Symphony 

In March 1910 the Elgars moved into a flat in London as a temporary base while they 
looked for a house. It had become impossible to keep up his career from Hereford, 
especially once he had taken on the role of conductor of the London Symphony 
Orchestra. 

In the first week of March Alice was in Hereford while Elgar was in London, staying 
with his friend Frank Schuster before moving into the flat on March 7th. 

Elgar fell into a depression, On March 10th he wrote to Schuster’s sister Adela: 

“I have no news of anything artistic - such things seem to be dropping out of my 
small weary life - I am like a sham book in a library, only a name & useless for wit or 
wisdom - one in a row of useless things & even my binding is shabby!" 

This flat, 58 New Cavendish St, may be a vital factor. It was a large flat. On March 
20th Elgar wrote to his friend Troyte Griffiths: 

“I wish you could come before we leave this flat - the library here is immense. Strong 
was librarian etc to the House of Lords see Who's Who etc. etc. passim. You really 
should see the books - they're in all langwidges. The 'pictures' also are interesting & 
the furniture & cups & saucers nice" 

The flat would certainly have required staff, probably a maid and a cook. Who were 
they? If Elgar had had a relationship, whether brief or long, with one of their own staff 
it would be undetectable, even, possibly, by Alice Elgar. Those who have a detailed 
knowledge of Elgar have a sense that Lady Elgar may have known things and have 
had the attitude that they did not matter if they were not spoken of. She was an 
ageing woman, nearly ten years older than the 53 year old composer. 

In these first weeks in the flat the Elgars, together or separately, entertained and 
went to the theatre. He was unwell, in his usual psycho-somatic way and in April he 
was taken away from his wife by his friend Frank Schuster on a motoring trip to 
Devon and Cornwall.  

They visited Frank’s sister, Adela, in her holiday home in Torquay. Adela’s other 
home was a large house, Cottenham, in Wimbledon. The Schusters had artistic 
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connections which Lady Elgar might not have approved of. Adela had been a 
supporter of Oscar Wilde in his trail and aftermath. She introduced the Elgars to 
Robert Ross, Oscar Wilde’s lover before Lord Alfred Douglas, and he introduced 
them to Wilde’s son Vyvyan who then became a friend of Elgar’s in Hereford.  

In Elgar’s old age he took his young muse Vera Hockman, inspirer of his third 
symphony, to visit Adela in Wimbledon. Elgar occasionally stayed at Frank’s 
riverside villa at Bray where Schuster entertained a number of gay friends. In the late 
twenties, interestingly, Schuster held a party for Elgar at Bray where his chamber 
music was played. Schuster was, at that time, enthralled by Siegfried Sassoon who 
was at the party and, immediately afterwards, travelled to Rome to stay with Lord 
Berners. The world of the Schusters seems to have been a world apart from the 
staid and Victorian Lady Elgar. If anyone knew Elgar’s secrets it was the Schusters.  

After visiting Adela in Torquay Elgar and Schuster went on to Tintagel to see Alice 
Stuart-Wortley, generally thought to be Elgar’s muse at the time. The stormy sea and 
ruins of Tintagel inspired the slow movement of the symphony. When Elgar 
completed the work a year later he made a note at the end of the score “Venice – 
Tintagel” to indicate the contrasting inspirations of this haunted and passionate work. 

 

It is easy to imagine that Schuster had taken Elgar away after a crisis of some kind. 
He had done just the same two years earlier when he had arranged a trip to Italy 
when Elgar had had a kind of nervous breakdown when completing his oratorio “The 
Kingdom.” That trip was commemorated in the Venetian parts of the symphony. 
These are by no means sunny but sometimes nightmarish. The supposedly bright 
Rondo, in part a picture of the crowds of St Mark’s Square, is overwhelmed by 
beating percussion, instructed to play loud enough to drown the whole orchestra in a 
terrifying moment of fever. 

Elgar delivered the end of his symphony to his publishers in London on 3rd March 
2011. He usually stayed overnight at the Langham Hotel. He returned to Hereford 
the next day. They had still not settled on a house in London and over the next few 
weeks they would continue searching – or Alice would while he was busy elsewhere.  

For part of March they were in Brussels for concerts, with very brief pauses in 
London. Of course Mignon Denise, both French names, might have been born in 
France or Belgium. 

The dedication in the score, in memory of King Edward VII, is dated March 16th 
1911, almost exactly nine months before Mignon was born. 
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For the rest of the month they were back in Hereford. He was unwell again and he 
postponed setting off for a tour of America by a few days. By the 25th he was on 
board the Mauretania. 

So, 1910 seems to provide far more opportunity for an event which might have led to 
the birth of a daughter than 1911, but the latter year cannot be ruled out entirely – 
and it is very tempting to associate the conception of Mignon with the completion of 
the symphony. 

 

There is also the possibility that Mignon gave a false year of birth to the 1939 
Register. Could she have been a year older or younger? 

 

Another researcher has found evidence that Elgar misled his wife about his 
relationship with his lady friends in that very year. Though Lady Elgar was never 
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aware of it Elgar sailed home from America in the company of their close friend 
Pippa Worthington. This fact is obscured by the misspelling of her name in the 
passenger list. She is listed as Janet Worthington. Elgar and Pippa send a postcard 
together, as they were about to set sail, to their mutual friend Nicholas Kilburn, who 
was to be the dedicatee of The Music Makers in 1912. Pippa left the ship at 
Fishguard and travelled to France. She was in England a few weeks later. 

 

Though Pippa was too old to be Mignon’s mother she was a very close confidant of 
the composer and he had stayed with her in New York. She might well have known 
his secrets, and even travelled with him because he was in a dangerous emotional 
state. The cold that delayed his departure for America might have been 
psychosomatic. 

More than fifty years later the conductor Leopold Stokowski told the story that Elgar 
had had a relationship with someone who must have been Mrs, Worthington. 

In spite of the mass of evidence that survives, Elgar’s daughter, Carice, destroyed 
many letters from the closest friends. 

If Elgar had a mistress as such she might have been someone who was around for a 
long time, but invisible as far as we are concerned. She might not have been 
invisible to Lady Elgar and the Schusters, just not spoken about. In spite of all the 
letters and diaries we still only see what we are allowed to see. It may be almost 
irrelevant to look for opportunities when an assignation might have happened. The 
critical moment need only have been an hour in a busy day. 

Another intriguing possibility is that Elgar may have seen Mignon and Phyllis on the 
stage. When in London he went to a constant succession of plays, films and shows, 
sometimes followed by late night cabarets. There is a diary of his show-going from 
1921, the year after his wife died, and there are references to this kind of 
amusement in his last few years when he had a romantic relationship with a young 
violinist, Vera Hockman, the estranged wife of a rabbi.  

Vera was the inspiration for his unfinished Third Symphony. Elgar and Vera met for 
Manhattans at the Langham Hotel. They went to shows. At one point Elgar took her 
to meet Adela Schuster in Wimbledon, a grand old lady and a link to his more secret 
past. It seems likely that Vera knew everything there was to know about him. She 
was one of the few people who understood his difficult, self-obsessed, personality 
and accepted it as a necessary part of an artist’s character.  
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Vera Hockman, c1932 – with the elderly Elgar behind her. 

 

A few months after his death Vera wrote a letter as if to him: 

Supposing someone asked me, “what was there about EE that made his personality 
so unique even when in contact with those unaware of the grandeur and magnitude 
of his creative work?[“]  I should reply: -- “He was the only person I have known who 
was absolutely natural in all his actions; spontaneous & grand & glorious in his su-
preme egotism.”  For you were the most self-engrossed self-enamoured person im-
aginable, yet you loved yourself in such a loveable way that instead of turning others 
away from you, your love of yourself was contagious!  …” 

(Unpublished letter, thanks to John Bridcut.) 

After Vera’s death her second husband burned a suitcase of letters from Elgar on a 
bonfire. 

Kevin Allen, author of “Elgar in Love”, a book about the relationship with Vera Hock-
man, includes transcriptions of an interview with a nurse who looked after the com-
poser in a nursing home in last days, in 1934. 

“He said something about a little girl, but he didn’t have a little girl, he only had Mrs 
Blake, the daughter.” 

Allen wonders if the dying composer was thinking about the “illegitimate child that 
William Walton and Lord Clark believed existed.” Elgar had no affection for Carice, 
later Mrs Blake. She seemed mainly to get in the way of his work – and yet, from the 
period of the Violin Concerto and Second Symphony he wrote a succession of 
pieces inspired by an ideal of childhood. 

 

This investigation started with a rumour about Elgar. The story led to an astonishing 
family with mysteries of their own, and to the tragedy of Mignon, a woman without a 
past. Even without the question of a famous father there is something fascinating 
and alluring here.  
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As a counterpoint, though it may be accidental, is Elgar’s Second Symphony, which 
is as mysterious, dramatic and haunted as the story of Lilian, William, Phyllis and 
Mignon. Through all of this runs the elusive theme, the “Spirit of Delight.” 

 

Andrew Baker  

January 4th 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 1 

LALLA VANDERVELDE 

Sources: 

 

EAIKH W H Reed: Elgar as I Knew Him 

EE ROAF Rosa Burley: Edward Elgar, the record of a friendship.) 

POE Michael Kennedy: Portrait of Elgar (2nd edition) 

EETWL Edward Elgar, the Windflower Letters 

EEACL  Moore: Elgar, A Creative Life 

EELOAL Edward Elgar, Letters of a Lifetime 

EVC Carol Fitzgerald and Brian W Harvey: Elgar, Vicat Cole and the Ghosts of 
Brinkwells 

 

This is not an attempt to suggest that Lalla Vandervelde was Elgar’s mistress, or that 
she could have been Mignon’s mother. She is just one example of a close female 
friend of the composer about who very little is said in any biography and about whom 
Elgar himself can be seen to be lying in his own letters. She was the daughter of a 
very old family friend and the clues suggest she was around far more than is usually 
recognised, from the period before 1910 until after Lady Elgar died. 

According to Michael Kennedy Lady Elgar “tolerated – perhaps did not even deign to 
recognise -  Elgar’s friendship with several women friends, such as Rosa Burley, 
Dora Penny, Alice Stuart-Wortley and Lalla Vandervelde.” (POE p. 146) 

Rosa Burley and Dora Penny were friends from his Malvern days. Rosa’s book about 
Elgar seems to exaggerate her importance in his life, though there have been 
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suspicions about their long bike rides. Dora was the “Dorabella” of the Enigma 
Variations. Alice Stuart-Wortley was the grand lady who Elgar called “Windflower” 
(though the “Windflower” music came first) and who is sometimes said to be the 
muse behind the Violin Concerto and Second Symphony. But was she a convenient 
“official” muse? Much of the correspondence between Elgar and Alice Stuart-Wortley 
was destroyed, probably by her daughter. 

 

Who was Lalla Vandervelde? None of the standard biographies want to say much 
about her, and yet she seems to have been a friend over a long period. She is 
referred to as “wife of the Belgium Ambassador” or “Minister”. In fact she was very 
active politically herself, as a feminist and socialist (a surprising friend for Lady Elgar) 
and she had a long involvement with avant-garde artists and writers, in contrast to 
the apparent artistic world of Elgar. 

Lalla was born Charlotte Helen Speyer in 1870. Her father was a German merchant 
and musician, Edward Speyer and her mother was the daughter of Lady Elgar’s 
piano teacher, Kufferath, whom she had visited in Belgium in her youth. The Speyers 
were friends of the Elgars from the turn of the century, according to Rosa Burley, 
they met through a Herr Ettling. 

Herr Ettling  - “..through him ..the Elgars were invited to Edward Speyer’s house, 
Ridgehurst in Shenley…£ (EE ROAF p98) 

The Elgars visited Ridgehurst often. But at what point did they get to know 
Charlotte? 

She had abandoned religious education at 16 and a married (her uncle?) Edward 
Hubert Francois Ferdinand Kufferath (a Civil Engineer) in Reigate 1892. Some 
sources confuse him other members of the family – a gynaecologist and a theatre 
director, who seems to be his brothers. There is no doubt who her first husband was: 

 

Lalla meet the Belgian socialist leader Emile Vandervelde in 1900. She divorced 
Kufferath and married Emile in 1901. She went to live in Brussels. She was Involved 
in the feminist socialist movement 1906-7. According to a Dictionary of Belgian 
Women the couple lived very independent lives. Lalla became part of artistic 
Chelsea society and she appears to have been part of Frank Schuster’s circle at 
Bray. 

1910 
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In 1910  violinist W H Reed visited Frank Schuster’s house The Hut to work on the 
Violin Concerto with Elgar. He writes: 

“In the course of my visits I met many of the Elgar worshippers who surrounded him 
in those days: Mrs Stuart Wortley…Lalla Vandervelde… and others.” (EAIKH p. 27) 

This is not completely clear but it implies that Lalla was at Bray with Elgar in this 
period. 

1911 

Between March 9th-12th  1911, immediately after completing the Second Symphony, 
the Elgars were in Brussels. Did they meet Lalla there? 

1915 

In early 1915 Lalla was in the USA campaigning for support for defeated Belgium. 

Michael Kennedy writes that Lalla “wife of a Belgian minister” declaims Elgar’s work 
Carillon, a patriotic Belgian poem, “at private gatherings.” (POE p 266) 

On 2nd October 1915 there were “Carillon performances at the Coliseum, the 
recitation spoken by Edward Speyer’s daughter Lalla Vandervelde who was the wife 
of the Belgian minister-in exile.” (EETWL p. 154) 

Lady Elgar noted that “she looked picturesque – a type as it were of suffering 
Belgium.” (EEACL p. 687) 

On 23rd November 1915 the Elgar’s were invited to the Stuart-Wortley’s house at 
Cheyne Walk to meet Lord Montagu of Beaulieu. Lalla was there. Lady Elgar wrote 
“Lalla said Zeppelins were expected.” After this they “tried a weekend at Ridgehurst”, 
the Speyers’ country house. (EETWL p. 158) 

1916 

In October 1916 Lalla Vandervelde, the wife of the Belgian ambassador, 
commissioned the Omega Workshops to decorate her London flat. Roger Fry 
undertook most of the work himself. This design shows the Omega’s distinctive use 
of colours: walls in sienna with pilasters in pale petunia.  

http://www.artandarchitecture.org.uk/images/gallery/e59867a9.html 

 

http://www.artandarchitecture.org.uk/images/gallery/e59867a9.html
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On August 30th 1916 Edward and Alice Elgar “started to a lunch engagement with LV 
but had to give it up.” (Elgar had a bad throat) (ETWL p. 169) 

In 1916 Lalla travelled to Paris with Roger Fry and met Matisse and other artists. 
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Lalla Vandervelde c.1915 

 

1917 

January 22nd “..found them all together attending a party at Lalla Vandervelde’s flat 
to meet Yeats.” (EETWL p. 174) 

In February Elgar worked on “The Sanguine Fan” ballet for the review “Chelsea on 
Tip-Toe”. “Lalla Vandervelde and Philip Burne-Jones were involved.” (EEACL p. 701) 

In July 1917 Elgar was at Schuster’s with Lalla and others. On 1917 July 17th he 
writes to Alice Stuart-Wortley: “The Hut was somewhat sad: Claude, Lionel Holland 
Mad. V, myself & Frank: much rain and consequent shutting up in small rooms.” 
(EETWL p. 185) 

In August 1917 Lalla acted in “Augustus Does His Bit” written for her by Shaw. 
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In October Lalla and Robbie Ross (Oscar Wilde’s lover and literary executor) invited 
T S Eliot, Sassoon and Graves to perform at poetry reading – an important event in 
launching their careers. 

Ross was also part of the Schuster circle and it was he who had introduced the 
Elgars to Wilde’s son Vyvyan Holland in 1909. Frank Schuster’s sister, Adela, had 
been a great supporter of Wilde. 

1918 

On February 17th Lady Elgar’s diary notes “Lalla and Mr Boult to tea.” Adrian Boult 
was a protegee of Schuster and his performances revived the fortunes of the Second 
Symphony which had been a failure in 1911. (EEACL p. 714) 

The Elgar’s took a cottage in the woods in Sussex. Brinkwells. On May 18th Lalla 
was their first Brinkwells guest, and stayed four days. (EETWL p. 203.) 

On July 14th Elgar writes to Alice S-W about Lalla staying with them (again?) at 
Brinkwells, saying that she was very ill, had been lying about and had “rather 
incommoded us.” (EETWL p. 207) According to “Elgar, Vicat Cole and the Ghosts of 
Brinkwells” Elgar was being untruthful to Lady Stuart-Wortley. (Why?) In fact Lalla 
had accompanied Elgar on fishing trips in the forest. (EVC p. 81) 

In 1918 September 23rd Elgar writes to Edward Speyer about plans to orchestrate 
Schubert’s Grand Duo for piano. Speyer had sent four hand version with Lalla to 
Brinkwells. “I left the copy with Lalla…” (EELOAL p. 318) 

About this time Lalla “accompanied the Elgars on a trip to the Lake District” (EVC 
p.xxii). This was probably a trip to visit the Stuart-Wortleys in Keswick. 

In 1918 October Alice “packs Edward off” to stay at The Hut. Also there are “Lalla 
Vandervelde, fresh from Paris,...Aldous Huxley..Adrian Boult.” (EEACL p. 7297 

On Armistice Daty, 11th November, Lady Elgar’s diary notes “Lalla came to train at 
Victoria. Carice tried too but just missed…”  They would have travelled to Victoria 
from Sussex and Lalla met them there. (EETWL p. 215) 

1919 

It was Lalla who introduced Elgar to Bernard Shaw, Unusually Michael Kennedy 
seems to be wrong about this: 

He “went to the theatre and Lalla Vanderverlde introduced him to Bernard Shaw.” 
(POE p 273)  

In fact Shaw told the story in detail. It was a party at Lalla’s flat in March 1919 when 
Elgar met Shaw. Shaw described Elgar getting very angry with Roger Fry who had 
said all arts were equal and Elgar exploded and said that compared to music all arts 
were pale imitations.  (EEACL p. 738.) 

The modernist décor by Fry was not to the Elgar taste. They found the colours of the 
flat “most garish” (EVC p. xxii 

In 1919 Elgar “ went to Brussels where Lalla Vandervelde’s husband had arranged 
that he should be honoured in gratitude for Carillon.” (POE p.284). 
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He conducted concerts in Amsterdam and Brussels “arranged by Lalla Vandervelde.” 
(EEACL p. 748) 

1920 

In early 1920 there was “..some thought of going to Brussels and Prague for 
concerts: Lalla Vandervelde urged him to make the effort…he decided he could not 
go.”  

 

Lady Elgar died in April 1920. 

Elgar’s daughter Carice stayed at Brinkwells.  In  July  “their only visitor at Brinkwells 
then was Lalla Vandervelde.” (EETWL p. 243) After this Elgar went to Lalla’s parents 
at Ridgehurst where he felt uncomfortable partly because of German guests but also 
because of Frank Schuster’s new young protegees. Relations between Elgar and 
Schuster cooled and Elgar made sour comments about Schuster’s “nephews.” This 
is all very odd as he had known Schuster and his gay friends (like Robbie Ross) for 
twenty years. Elgar was obviously very troubled after his wife’s death. His friendship 
with Schuster revived. 

Lalla was clearly at Ridghurst on this occasion, after having been with Elgar at 
Brinkwells as on August 22nd 1920 Elgar writes to Adrian Boult who was going 
touring in Europe with Second Symphony: “ I believe Lalla is going to Tiflis etc. etc. & 
will be away a long time. I had the pleasure to see her at Ridgehurst three weeks 
ago & she left for Brussels…” (EELOAL p. 344-5) 

Is it significant that Elgar writes as if he has “seen her” at Ridgehurst when she had 
been staying with him just before? This is another case of Elgar giving a false 
impression of his relationship with Lalla. 

1921 

Lalla is divorced from Emile Vandervelde but continues to use his name. 

According to the Dictionary of Belgian Women Lalla vanishes from sight after 1925. 
She seems to have been in England and to have kept up her connections with the 
literary world. In 1936 she travelled from Yokohama to London, with her address as 
26 Palace Gardens Terrace, W8. 

1940 

There are some letters from Osbert Sitwell to Lalla here: 

http://www.davidmilesbooks.com/books-prints-maps/d/three-manuscript-signed-
letters-from-osbert-sitwell-to-lalla-vandervelde-/26139 

1943  

E M Forster invites William Plomer to meet Lalla at Victor Cunard’s. 

PLO/66/112   11 October 1944 
West Hackhurst, Abinger Hammer, Dorking. Invites WP to meet Lalle Vandervelde at 
Victor's. EMF has formed a list of “Pro Lalla” – “Roger Fry, Clive Bell, Bessie 
Trevelyan, self”;“anti Lalla”: Bob Trevelyan, Desmond; and “pro Lalla per Lalla - 
Gide, Bernard Shaw, Bergson”. 

http://www.davidmilesbooks.com/books-prints-maps/d/three-manuscript-signed-letters-from-osbert-sitwell-to-lalla-vandervelde-/26139
http://www.davidmilesbooks.com/books-prints-maps/d/three-manuscript-signed-letters-from-osbert-sitwell-to-lalla-vandervelde-/26139
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Lalla died in a nursing home in Putney in 1965. 

 

APPENDIX 2  

WHO ARE THE HARMANS of 3 QUEBEC MEWS?  

In 1927-9 a William and Lilian Harman appear in the electoral roll at 6 Quebec Mews 
just north of Oxford St. This must have been very crowded accomodation for staff. I 
can find no family of a Lilian and William Harman. These names do not appear to-
gether in any other London electoral rolls.  

It is reasonable to suppose that this couple were domestic staff. The property was 
owned by Thomas Lett Stahlschmidt, a Canadian born businessman. He lived at 19 
Buckingham Place, quite a distance away. This would not be practical accommoda-
tion for his household staff  

In 1929 they are joined my “Miss Winnie Harman”.  

“Miss Winnie Harman” must be 21 or older in 1928, therefore, as the voting age for 
women became 21 that year, she was born no later than the early part of 1908. This 
is just earlier than the earliest assumed date for Mignon’s birth. Could this be Mi-
gnon’s real name and she was actually several years older? It seems unlikey. The 
birthdate on December 1911 on the 1939 Register is probably accurate and this 
would make her 17 in “That’s a Good Girl”, which is credible.  

“Miss Winnie Harman” must either be the daughter of William and Lilian Harman or 
an unmarried relation – a sister of William.  

I can find no matches. There is no Winnie, born before 1908, with parents called 
Lilian and William or brother called William.  

Could this be Lilian and William O’Callaghan living with another person? If so, could 
this person really be called Winnie Harman – and be Mignon’s mother?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


